Cytoplasmic and nuclear delivery of a TAT-derived peptide and a beta-peptide after endocytic uptake into HeLa cells.
Several short, highly cationic peptides are able to enter the cytoplasm and nucleus of cells from the extracellular medium. The mechanism of entry is unknown. A number of fluorescence-based studies suggested that these molecules cross the plasma membrane by an energy-independent process, directly gaining access to the cytoplasm. Recent reports have questioned this conclusion, attributing the prior observations to artifacts resulting from fixation procedures used to prepare cells for fluorescence microscopy. These studies analyzed live cells and showed that the peptides entered through endocytosis and accumulated in endocytic vesicles, without necessarily entering the cytoplasm. To resolve this controversy and to extend the analyses to non-natural beta-peptide sequences, we studied the cytoplasmic and nuclear delivery of a fluorescein-labeled 9-residue sequence derived from the human immunodeficiency virus transactivator of transcription (TAT) peptide, TAT-(47-57), as well as a similarly labeled 12-residue beta-peptide, beta-(VRR)4, in live cells. Using fluorescence confocal microscopy, we show that when added to cells, both peptides are found in endocytic vesicles containing the transferrin receptor as well as in the cytoplasm and nucleus (TAT-(47-57)) or nucleolus (beta-(VRR)4). The cells were verified to be intact through all experimental procedures by demonstrating their ability to exclude propidium iodide. Endocytic entry of the peptides was blocked by the energy poisons sodium azide and 2-deoxyglucose, whereas staining of the nucleus (nucleolus), but not endocytic vesicles, was abrogated by treating the cells with ammonium chloride. Our observations are consistent with the proposal that TAT-(47-57) and beta-(VRR)4 enter cells by endocytosis and then exit an endosomal compartment to enter the cytoplasm by means of a mechanism requiring endosome acidification.